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This is the second part of the report.   

 

 2) Why Hyun Jin Nim has gone to Latin America?  

1.  Archbishop Manuel Ferreira a. GPF promises to Brazil in January 2011  

 Hyun Jin Nim during his visit to Brazil had a very significant meeting with Archbishop 
Manuel Ferreira.  It was found after almost a year.  Archbishop Manuel Ferreira visited 
Sao Paulo to meet Hyun Jin Nim despite his busy schedule for the elections.  They talked 
very deeply about an hour on the establishment of peace and development through GPF 
in Brazil and throughout Latin America.  

 Archbishop Ferreira said the vision of 'One Family under God' is the vision of God and 
that he is being one with that vision and will be fully supporting the activities of Hyun Jin 
Nim.  Hyun Jin Nim spoke of the importance of character education and said that 
religious leaders should lead the establishment of peace through interfaith movements.  

 Ferreira Archbishop promised to participate in the GPF Kenya will be the grand finale of 
the GPF 2010 and also accepted the proposal to conduct the GPF Brazil in January 2011.  
Also begin to work more actively on educating youth and church leaders of Archbishop 
Ferreira.  

 In the latest of the meeting, there was a special moment where he personally handed 
Hyun Jin Nim autobiography of the Father in Portuguese.  
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 Archbishop Manuel Ferreira is happy with autobiography and Hyun Jin Nim  

 Hyun Jin Nim met for the first time with Archbishop Ferreira when Hyun Jin Nim be 
toured six Latin American countries in April 2008.  Hyun Jin Nim had finished his 
speech at the Brazilian Congress was the last country to visit.  When he returned to the 
hotel, an old man asked to meet him, and that person was the Archbishop Ferreira who 
heads the Assembly of God with more than 30 million believers worldwide.  

 Despite the accumulated fatigue, Hyun Jin Nim courteously received and talked about 
for an hour about the providence of God and spiritual communion.  After that, the 
archbishop Ferreira participated GPF GPF Paraguay in July and the U.S. in September.  
On that occasion the archbishop promised the realization of GPF GPF Brazil and was 
conducted in Brasilia, the capital of Brazil in December.  

 Hyun Jin Nim and Archbishop Ferreira only found about 5 times in two years, but have 
established trust relationships that are accompanied by central vision.  We hope that this 
year we're up GPF 2010 worldwide, can have incredible wealth and effects produced by 
the spiritual leaders such as Archbishop Ferreira sky can bring.  
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 GPF 2008 in Paraguay.  Ferreira Hyun Jin Nim and archbishop who are raising their 
hands to greet the audience  

1.  b. World leaders participate in GPF  

 Costa Rica's president, Laura Chinchilla promises to participate in GPF (GPC)  

 

 They are announcing the list of countries to be held on regional GPF in the second half 
of the year and is generating more interest by the news that several heads of states will be 
participating.  

 On June 8, at the meeting with the Hyun Jin Nim, President of Costa Rica, said Laura 
Chinchilla will to participate in Paraguay or GPF GPF Kenya.  The President had invited 
Hyun Jin Nim Chinchilla as a guest of honor at the inauguration ceremony as president 
made in May.  But Hyun Jin Nim about their personal situation could not participate.  In 
this tour to several Latin American countries Hyun Jin Nim congratulated the election as 
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president and two vice presidents in the company could confirm the mutual interest of 
world peace activities.  

 After congratulating you on your election, Hyun Jin Nim emphasized the importance of 
countries that are located in the southern hemisphere for the development of a new model 
and world peace in this era.  Hyun Jin Nim said the origin of the global financial crisis 
has been for the selfishness of the countries of the southern hemisphere and that at this 
time is necessary to be planting a proper understanding of values and morals.  

 At this point, the President Chinchilla expressed his sympathy and said: "The words and 
actions in the world who are doing Hyun Jin Nim gives much inspiration.  Costa Rica 
also going to be waiting with open doors.  Costa Rica is prepared internally to participate 
in important activities Hyun Jin Nim is doing.  We have a time limit and can not be doing 
all the activities and various programs.  But we will make every effort to participate in a 
GPF programs this year. "  

 

 Mr. Young Jun Kim is presenting the GPF to the President Chinchilla  

 Hyun Jin Nim requested the President Chinchilla that may contribute to the world 
beyond the level of the country with these words: "I believe in providence (God) and trust 
that there must be some reason you found us.  Costa Rica is showing the world an 
innovative leadership.  I hope to continue this great tradition that can contribute to the 
construction of peace throughout the world! "  

 During the meeting, President Young Jun Kim, on behalf of the Foundation of GPF had 
the opportunity to explain to the President on the worldwide activities of GPF.  President 
Global Service for Peace (Service for Peace), Philips introduced Charels SFP activities 
has been carried out in Latin America.  

1.  c. special conference committee of experts in Paraguay  

 He proposed the creation of Federation of Central-South America in Paraguay's 
Congress  
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 From June primerode, Hyun Jin Nim carried out various activities visiting Asuncion and 
regions of Leda.  Especially, there were visible results of what Hyun Jin Nim had 
proposed in July 2009 on the "creation of Federation of Central-South America" and 
"committee of experts to Paraguay's national development."  On day 2, Hyun Jin Nim 
inviting a conference about 200 experts and scholars associated with that committee.  

 

 Dr. Hyun Jin Moon giving his speech at the Congress Hall in Paraguay  

 And the President of the House, Ariel Oviedo Hyun Jin Nim a speaker invited to the VIP 
lounge of the Congress in which were gathered the representatives of the three main 
political parties, Colorado, Liberals and UNACE.  

 There, Hyun Jin Nim said watching the economic situation and international situation, it 
is time to establish the Federation of Central and South America.  Well, economically, 
the global financial crisis may be an opportunity for Central and South American 
countries and the international situation is that you need a continent-wide community that 
can stand alongside the growth of China.  Hyun Jin Nim mentioned that the countries of 
Central and South America that had less to do with the global economy have been less 
damage in comparison to northern hemisphere countries.  Explained using the example of 
Brazil which has achieved growth despite the global crisis and said other countries could 
also do it.  

 Hyun Jin Nim said: "There are many opportunities, but first need to have internal 
preparations" and spoke of having political stability and public order.  He also 
emphasized on the need of correct principles and values that can show the direction and 
vision that different political parties could agree.  

 Hyun Jin Nim said: "If different political parties in Paraguay centralized join in this 
view, moral problems of Latin America will be resolved" and asked those present who 
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wanted to begin where this vision and deputy chairman of the House replied that was in 
Paraguay.  

 

 

 Dr. Hyun Jin Moon and the GPF team who are having a special meeting with 
representatives of three major political parties in the Congress Lounge  

 Hyun Jin Nim asked, "What is the vision that could unite not only from different 
political parties in Paraguay, but that can unite all countries?" And he continued that he 
has studied the history of the United States.  He said he had understood that "the 
American dream is not having a big house, a nice car or a comfortable life, but lies in the 
fact that the founders of the nation have recognized the sovereignty of God in his 
statement independence.  

 After that, he propueso we have not a vision of 'One nation under God "as the dream of 
the founders of the United States, but to have a global vision and greatest as' One Family 
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under God."  "If the Paraguayans accept this vision, this nation will be very appealing to 
people who have the ability and resources that can build this nation."  

 After that speech, Congressman Jose Chamorro, a native of Alto Paraguay, said: "Every 
time I hear the vision of Dr. Hyun Jin Moon to Paraguay, I am moved."  Additionally, all 
participants in that place, promises to the GPF for October this year.  

1.  a. The truth of what happened in Brazil  

 Hyun Jin Nim has been performing with various missions in Latin America.  Especially 
in Brazil and Paraguay, as directed by the True Parents, he has been visiting several times 
and has been successfully solving complex legal problems in relation to the properties of 
the Pantanal region were in danger.  These activities are to develop and further expand 
the local foundations True Parents have been investing and are essential activities to whet 
the era of Confederation of North and South American Confederation of Catholic and 
Protestant, and was the Pacific coast.  

 During his visit, Hyun Jin Nim solved some of the urgent problems that were facing and 
by inviting presidents and national leaders to participate together in the vision of the True 
Parents, has been keen interest in the plan of Latinamerican Union.  

 He had been a year since his last visit to Latin America and wanted to go to Hyun Jin 
Nim / as siblings for us as blessed families do not lose the direction of the providence of 
God and inherit the spiritual legacy of the True Parents.  Many people in Brazil and 
Paraguay were aware of the difficulties Hyun Jin Nim was happening in recent days.  But 
despite all that, they came to visit a True Son.  Many people were present with open 
hearts and wanted to hear the words and thoughts form certified by Hyun Jin Nim.  

 Despite all this, what happened in Brazil in relation to Rev. Shin Dong Mo was a very 
regrettable.  On May 30 was scheduled to Hyun Jin Nim can speak, but was manipulated 
to look as if Hyun Jin Nim was interrupting the event of the publication of an 
autobiography of the Father.  In particular, much controversy was created because the 
Church has published a video enfoncando only in the parts where it appears hitting Hyun 
Jin Nim Rev. Shin.  

 Rev. Shin has already broken the Hyun Jin Nim as an individual and the results of the 
activities of writing and Espace GPF many people with a letter entitled "Mask."  After 
that letter has also continued attacking Hyun Jin Nim with different letters.  

 10:15 a.m. 30th May, Hyun Jin Nim had reached the headquarters of Brazil and waited 
for more than 40 minutes to finish his sermon Rev. Shin, but it took more than two hours 
talking and would not finish.  The church in Brazil has an average attendance of 200 
people at Sunday service, but that day would reach 900 people by the visit of Hyun Jin 
Nim, knowing this, Rev. Shin quickly planned the publication of the autobiography of the 
Father in Portuguese.  

 Hyun Jin Nim could not wait any more and entered the main temple and many young 
people and students were welcoming and Rev. Shin was an arrogant attitude Hyun Jin 
Nim ignoring input.  He was walking toward the podium, Rev. Shin continued his 



sermon.  At the end of the podium but Hyun Jin Nim Rev. Shin was not repeated to Hyun 
Jin Nim and time to worship God and True Parents, Rev. Shin lay on the floor and was 
screaming.  Thus insulted the Holy place and a true son humbled.  Where this situation, 
the guards of the Church in Brazil had to lift and carry it out of that place.  All this was 
being broadcast on the internet, but when Hyun Jin Nim began speaking, the transmission 
was cut.  Despite these facts, Rev. Shin argues that Hyun Jin Nim fans have invaded the 
podium with force and he was taken by them.  

 After this, Rev. Shin was spreading more lies for example, that he was fired by Hyun Jin 
Nim as continental director and Rev. Kwak Jin Man is the new director appointed.  Here 
we see that Rev. Shin is using all possible means to defame Hyun Jin Nim.  In fact, the 
day it was published the addresses of the Father (the Crown), Rev. Shin wrote on a 
website: "do not know how many bombs have been preparing ..." showing their 
satisfaction with the outcome.  Rev. Shin These acts of violence really are.  

 That day, Hyun Jin Nim came to the temple because they were expecting over 900 
people from different places, so you can see Hyun Jin Nim.  The young people were 
placed on both sides of the aisle to receive Hyun Jin Nim and many people heard the 
words of Hyun Jin Nim carefully.  Following the disorder, Hyun Jin Nim spoke for over 
three hours including time for HDH, and he asked those present who have to fulfill the 
responsibility as owners who achieve the dream and vision of God (One Family under 
God.)  After the sermon, at lunchtime, Hyun Jin Nim again asked the leaders who were 
present that are owners of God's dream.  Instead of avoiding a difficult situation, Hyun 
Jin Nim chose to perform a true son work should be done with the conviction that one 
day will reveal all things.  

 The next day, at the hour of HDH, Hyun Jin Nim called the Rev. Shin who was waiting 
outside.  Hyun Jin Nim named him to call the attention of the mistakes he had made and 
forgive.  In the words of Hyun Jin Nim, he knows there are traps everywhere and that 
these traps Hyun Jin Nim could lose your life, but even knowing this, has called Rev. 
Shin to forgive the things he has done.  That is, the wake-up call from Hyun Jin Nim to 
Rev. Shin can be manipulated and used to attack and kill Hyun Jin Nim, but he preferred 
to perform the function of a real Big Brother against the Unification Church that Rev. 
Shin is in the position of the continental director.  Hyun Jin Nim present told him: "I did 
what I should do.  You, the blessed families must also meet its share of responsibility.  
Please do not criticize by saying that I have not even tried. "  

 Despite the unfortunate event for the mistakes of Rev. Shin, people received much grace 
through two HDH made with Hyun Jin Nim.  And as mentioned in the preceding pages, 
Hyun Jin Nim has achieved a great result on his tour to Latin America.  

 But unfortunately, two days after the event, World Mission Headquarters sent an official 
memo condemning Hyun Jin Nim researched deeply and without relying solely on the 
report of the Rev. Shin.  And those four days, Father wrote of "heretic and exploitative" 
and this video was sent to the world.  After that, we edited a video in which it appears 
Hyun Jin Nim hitting the Rev. Shin and sent them to many people and in Korea and the 
U.S. conducted Hyun Jin Nim criticism meetings showing that video.  The whole process 



was done very quickly as a prepared script.  These facts are to be recorded in history as 
the worst event of the Unification Church.  

 To understand exactly what happened in Brazil, we have to look at length all the 
materials in general, as the words given by Hyun Jin Nim people about the conduct of 
providence to protect the work and legacy of the True Parents, and especially, we must 
see the video where calling attention appears strongly Hyun Jin Nim Rev. Shin Dong Mo 
and President of the Church in Brazil.  

 3) The truth about the rumors of the personal plane of the True Parents  

 On the misconception that the airplane flight service personnel True Parents have 
been denied 

 UCI really want to offer airline service personnel to support the Providence of the True 
Parents.  But, despite this desire, the decision on the part of the Mission Foundation and 
the Unification Church of Japan, to stop all financial support to UCI, could not be 
fulfilled that desire.  Here I will explain in detail.  

 [Explanation]  

 For several years, UCI has supported the True Parents airline offering personal service.  
This support from the UCI has been possible thanks to the contribution made by the 
Unification Church of Japan to UCI.  But in July 2009, Mr. Peter Kim, with the power of 
Kook Jin Nim, warned there will be no more contribution from Japan to the ICU.  And 
actually stopped sending contributions to UCI.  For this reason, companies like 
Washington Times and other nonprofit organizations who were receiving the support of 
UCI had difficulties.  Therefore, the ability to UCI to offer airline service personnel to the 
True Parents also had many difficulties.  

 Furthermore, in December 2009, UCI learned of plans to travel the True Parents and 
immediately prepared for the aircraft service personnel.  But UCI received notice that the 
cost of personal aircraft is very expensive and you do not need ICU services.  Some 
sources point to Kook Jin Nim as the author of this decision.  It seems that Kook Jin Nim 
even said the Padres to take a commercial flight would be cheaper.  And as a result of 
cos, the True Parents had to take the Korean Airlines plane instead of personal.  

 In March 2010, the Padres were in Korea and were planning to go to America.  UCI sent 
a formal letter to the Mission Foundation, making it clear that they support with funds 
UCI intends to offer the service of personal aircraft for the Padres.  This was to show the 
Mission Foundation, and probably Kook Jin Nim-ICU position.  The Mission Foundation 
claimed to use the funds however are provisional for the WTA event.  But that could not 
be that way and UCI sent a letter explaining those reasons.  After his dismissal, Mr. Dong 
Moon Joo transferred to the Mission Foundation $ 21 million without permission and 
because of this there is a lawsuit against Mr. Joo still unresolved.  Therefore, this fund is 
provisionally arrested may not be used.  The Mission Foundation is well aware of this 
point but still saying that.  After that response, UCI continued his efforts, but the Mission 
Foundation gave no other response and as a result of that, the Padres had to return to a 
commercial aircraft.  



 Using a personal aircraft need much money, but the Church has always supported Japan 
for the UCI may be providing this service.  Well siblings of Japan seen as very important 
providential activities of the Fathers.  It's a bit difficult to understand why Kook Jin Nim 
which has refused financial support for the use of personal aircraft of the Fathers.  And 
it's a great shame to see expand negative rumors saying that the Padres have to suffer 
more because Hyun Jin Nim is denying the use of personal aircraft.  We really want to 
see the True Parents, who are working tirelessly to comply with the providential mission, 
comfortable and safe travel.  

 


